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RARS: Robot Auto Racing Simulator

� Car-race simulation

� C++-based, open-source programming game

� Sophisticated physical model

� Gamer community
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Controlling the Car

� movement: desired speed variable

� steering: wheel angle variable

� fuel & damage: pit stop request flag
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Car Sensors

situation variables:

� current speed, drift speed and heading

� current track segment ID

� position on current track segment

� distances from left and right road shoulders

� distance to next track segment

� radii and lengths of current and next track segments

additional data:

� complete track layout

� nearby cars information
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The Challenge

Find a winning controller, 

such that racecar completes entire

track in as little time as possible
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Evolutionary Setup
� GP

� Each individual is composed of two trees:

� steering tree

� throttling tree

� Fitness evaluation performed on one track,

believed to exhibit variegated track features

� Two fitness measures were used:

� race distance

� modified race time
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Results

We put the two top evolved drivers through their 

paces: 

GP-Single-1

GP-Single-2
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Results

� Comparison with other drivers on track used 

during evolution

� All other drivers written by humans
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Results
Comparison on 16 different tracks, none of which 

seen during evolution

single-car

single-lap multi-car 

3-lap

Superb generalization capabilities: 

to different tracks, multi-car, multi-lap
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Results

Comparison of evolved drivers with machine-

generated drivers
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GP-Single-2 Driving on Complex Track



Human-Competitive Criteria

(B) The result is equal to or better than a result that was accepted 

as a new scientific result at the time when it was published in 

a peer-reviewed scientific journal.

Using genetic programming to evolve driver controllers we were able 

to outperform human-crafted controllers and machine-designed ones 

on a variety of game tracks.

As such, the result is clearly better than previously published ones.
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Human-Competitive Criteria

(F) The result is equal to or better than a result that was considered 

an achievement in its field at the time it was first discovered.

(G) The result solves a problem of indisputable difficulty in its field.

Programming controllers for simulated race cars is arduous, as 

evidenced in the proliferation of such competitions in recent years. 

We were able to show significant improvement over previous 

solutions to the problem.
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Human-Competitive Criteria

(H) The result holds its own or wins a regulated competition involving 

human contestants (in the form of either live human players or 

human-written computer programs).

Our evolved drivers were able to beat the competition, attaining a top 

accumulated score on 16 tracks, none of which were seen during 

training. 

Results clearly show the superiority of our evolved controllers, both 

against machine-learning techniques as well as against human-written 

controllers.
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Why is Result Best? (1)

� Controlling a moving vehicle is considered a complex 

problem, both in simulated and real-world environments.

� Dealing with physical forces, varying road conditions, 

unexpected opponent behavior, damage control, and 

many other factors, render the car-racing problem a 

fertile grounds for artificial intelligence research, and an 

enormous challenge for developers of racecar controllers. 
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Why is Result Best? (2)

In addition to the undisputed performance of our 

game controllers, the evolved solutions reflect two 

intrinsic qualities that are not always observed in 

human-competitive solutions: 

generalization and simplicity
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Why is Result Best? (3)

� The controllers were able to perform outstandingly on 

diverse instances of the given problem, which were not 

included in the training set, and hence are highly general.

� In addition, the evolved source code is simple and clear,

thus enabling humans to understand the inner workings 

of the controllers and embed the evolved results in both 

human-made and computer-made future solutions.
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Why is Result Best? (4)
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Last, but not least, beyond the various comparative 

measures and analyses, showing the winning 

performance of our controllers, we have 

demonstrated that the evolved drivers are really

doing a fine job of driving about the course, which 

can be readily appreciated by the naked eye...
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